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a b s t r a c t
Noise from automobiles, such as buzzing, squeaking, and rattling (BSR) noises, is a key factor in automobile quality assessment. It is necessary to classify these noises for appropriate handling and prevention.
Although many researchers have conducted studies to classify noise, they suffer from several problems:
difficulty in extracting appropriate features, insufficient data to train a classifier, and weak robustness to
surrounding noise. This paper proposes a method called latent semantic controlling generative adversarial networks (LSC-GAN) to solve these problems. To capture the features of data, a variational autoencoder (VAE), an autoencoder with approximate inference in a latent Gaussian model, learns the data
representation by projecting them into the latent space according to their features and reconstructing
the projected data. Because the generator and the discriminator of the LSC-GAN are trained simultaneously, the capacity to extract the characteristics of the data is improved and a knowledge space of classifiable data is also expanded with insufficient data. While data are generated by the generator, the
encoder projects them back to the latent space according to their characteristics to advance the ability
to extract features. Finally, the encoder is trained to the classifier, which is trained to classify BSR noises.
The proposed classifier outperforms other models and achieves an accuracy of 96.68%. We confirm using
a confusion matrix that the proposed model classifies the types of insufficient class better than other
models. Our proposed model classifies data with accuracy of 94.68%, even if the data contains surrounding noise, which means it is more robust to BSR with surrounding noise than other models.
Ó 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Buzzing, squeaking, and rattling (BSR) noises are important
components in determining an automobile’s quality. Although
there have been many attempts to remove cause of noise to
improve quality, noise-generative elements, such as electronic
devices and lightweight bodywork and materials, continue to
increase. More than 50% of car repairs are related to noise inside
the automobile [1]. It is costly to manually listen to the noise, identify the noise source, and solve the problem. However, because
such problems can be mended immediately when the source of
the noise is clarified, a method to classify noises is needed.
There are some problems in classifying noise: the difficulty in
extracting features, small amount of data to train a classifier, and
reduction in robustness to surrounding noise like wind. The graph
at the top of Fig. 1 shows the raw sound data of each type of BSR
noise: normal, seatbelt retractor, seat rattle, and weatherstrip.
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: seago0828@yonsei.ac.kr (J.-Y. Kim), sbcho@yonsei.ac.kr
(S.-B. Cho).
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The x and y axes of this graph represent the timestamp and amplitude, respectively. As data have complex and noisy features, a preprocessing method is needed [2]. As shown in the images at the top
of Fig. 1, as the raw waveform has spatial (frequency) and temporal
(time) features, we convert them to sound-map images with the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT), because it maintains the spatial and temporal features, resulting in the images at the bottom of
Fig. 1. The features look clearer than before, but it is still complex
to classify them. Therefore, we need a classifier that can catch complicated characteristics.
The second problem is that there are not enough data to train a
classifier, as it is not easy to collect many BSR noises, but a classifier needs as much data as possible to achieve better performance.
If we not only collect data, but also use a generator to generate the
data, we can obtain more data. The third problem is that an actual
BSR noise includes surrounding noise, such as wind or conversation sounds. We can collect data in two ways: in laboratory or in
nature. In the former, the data can be collected relatively easily,
but they are not practical, i.e., they are controlled data. This problem forces us to construct a classifier that can distinguish real data
despite being trained with only controlled data.
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Fig. 1. (Top) The raw waveform of each type of noise. The blue line is data and the orange line is the 0 line. We split it with certain interval, as shown by the red line. (Bottom)
Preprocessed sound-image map with STFT. Height means frequency and width means time. The color of each pixel means the amplitude at that time and frequency. Blue
represents a lower amplitude than red.

Fig. 2. Types of noises in automobile.

The types of noises that occur in automobile are illustrated in
Fig. 2. They can be divided into two types: those from the automobile itself or those from external factors (surrounding noise). The
purpose of BSR classification is to distinguish the yellow stars in
Fig. 2 from normal sound. Because there are background noises,
not just BSR noises, the third problem occurs.
Because we have difficulty in collecting BSR noise data in real
situations, we collect them in constructed laboratory with the
environment that is similar to the actual situation. The noise sensor is installed inside the automobile because the noise is caught
by the driver. We use a sensor made by the SM Instrument1. It is
a real-time sound sensor that implements FPGA-based high-speed
beamforming technology. This sensor comprehensively considers
the acoustic data collected in all directions to recognize ambient
sounds. Its detailed specification is shown in Table 1. BSR noise
comes from the defects in the vehicle itself, but is also generated
by vibration during driving, so a device for generating vibration, such
as a shaking machine, is installed in the automobile. The details of
the shaking axis and vibration methods will be presented in
Section 4.1.

Our main contributions are as follows.
 We solve the classification problem of BSR noise by proposing a
new deep-learning model called latent semantic controlling generative adversarial networks (LSC-GAN). This model achieves the
highest accuracy compared to conventional models.
 To solve the problem of insufficient data and class imbalance in
BSR noise classification, we propose an algorithm to generate
new data and learn their features.
 The problem of classifying BSR noise including surrounding
noise is treated by extending the limited knowledge space with
the generated data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related works, and the proposed LSC-GAN model is presented
in Section 3. The performance of the proposed method is shown
and compared with other conventional methods in Section 4. We
present some conclusions and discussion in Section 5.

2. Related works

1

Many studies have been conducted to classify several noises. A
summary of related works is shown in Table 2. As introduced in

http://smins.co.kr/en/.
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Table 1
The detailed specification of the noise sensor (from the SM Instrument) used to collect
BSR noises.

3. The proposed method
We divide the proposed model into three phases: feature
extraction, data generation, and data classification. In the first
phase, VAE projects the data into a specific latent space and reconstructs them. In addition, the decoder of VAE is inherited to the
generator (G) of the GAN. The G and discriminator (D) are trained
simultaneously so that G generates data as similar to the real data
as possible and D distinguishes the real and new data as exactly as
possible. The architecture of the complete process is shown in
Fig. 3.

Microphone Array
Microphone Type

Digital MEMS

Number of Microphones
Array Diameter
Microphone Sensitivity
Frequency Range

48
220 mm
26 dBFS
25–12.8 k Hz

Data Processing
Sampling Rate
Algorithm

25.6 kS/s
Delay and Sum Beamforming

3.1. Feature extraction with LSC-VAE
Section 1, there are two main steps to classify noises: feature
extraction and classification. Saki and Kehtarnavaz classified surrounding noise using random forests [3]. Li preprocessed and classified environmental sounds based on matching pursuit with
support vector machine (SVM) [4]. Like Li, many researchers used
SVM, but with different preprocessing methods. For example,
Wang et al. tried to preprocess data with principal-component
analysis (PCA), Gabor dictionary, and linear discriminant [5].
Amiriparian et al. extracted features with spectrograms and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [6]. Lee et al. used Prony’s method
to analyze the features of sounds and classified the data based on
them [7]. Salamon and Bello extracted features using the spherical
k-means algorithm [8].
The above studies tried to find efficient or outperformed
feature-extraction techniques. Most of them extracted features
based on existing data, so they encounter the problem of being
unable to recognize new data. As deep learning can discover representations of unseen data, some studies tried to overcome this
issue [9]. Tanweer et al. preprocessed environmental noise with
the mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) and classified environmental noise using an artificial neural network (ANN) as well
as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and quadratic discriminant
analysis [10]. Rahim et al. made homogeneous multi-classifier system to classify noise of moving vehicle using multilayer perceptron
(MLP) [11]. Piczak classified environmental sound using CNN
architecture [12]. Medgat et al. used masked conditional neural
networks (MCLNNs), which can learn different feature combinations to classify sound [13].
They can deal with new data because of the features of deep
learning, but they also have disadvantages. Because deep learning
with an insufficient data can easily cause overfitting, it requires
large amounts of data [14]. Therefore, we propose a model that
extracts the feature with variational autoencoder (VAE) and generates new data based on the feature with the generative adversarial
network (GAN). Finally, this approach helps train the classifier with
a greater variety of data.

Because noise data have diverse combinations of features as
well as spatial–temporal characteristics, extracting features of
noise is an important step to classify them. The autoencoder, which
is widely used for extracting characteristics [15–18], can extract
features while it compresses and reconstructs data. VAE, which is
one type of autoencoder, is a generative model. VAE projects data
to latent space and reconstructs them to produce data from a
specific latent space. Whereas general VAE cannot control a speci-

Fig. 3. The components and process of LSC-GAN. The process under the dashed line
is the classification phase.

Table 2
Related works for feature extraction and classification of sound data.
Category

Authors

Method

Description

Focus on feature extraction

F. Saki
Y. Li
J.-C. Wang

Random forest
SVM
SVM

S. Amiriparian
J. Lee
J. Salamon

SVM
Prony’s method
Spherical k-means

Classify background noise using random-forest classifier
Preprocess and classify eco-environmental sound based on matching pursuit with SVM
Preprocess and classify sound data with Gabor dictionary,
PCA and LDA for preprocessing, and SVM for classification
Extract features with spectrograms of data and CNN, and then classify data with SVM
Analyze features of sound data and classify sound based on them
Extract features with spherical k-means algorithm

S. Tanweer
N. A. Rahim
K. J. Piczak
F. Medhat

ANN
MLP
CNN
MCLNN

Extract features with MFCC and classify data with ANN
Classify sound with homogeneous multi-classifier system
Construct CNN architecture to classify data
Propose MCLNN model, which can learn diverse feature combinations

Deep learning to classify data
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Fig. 4. Details of VAE construction. Left: encoder of VAE. Right: decoder of VAE.

generated from a prior probability distribution pz and distinguished from the actual data by D. G is trained such that DðGðzÞÞ
of the second term is close to 1 for minimizing V ðD; GÞ, and D is
trained such that DðxÞ of the first term is close to 1 and DðGðzÞÞ
of the second term is close to 0 for maximizing V ðD; GÞ.

fic type of data, LSC-VAE can. It can deal with the class imbalance of
data and overcome the problem of small data by generating less
data than other methods. A loss function to train LSC-VAE is as
follows.

LLSCVAE ¼ Ezi Q ðzi~jxi Þ ½logPðxi jzi ÞþDKL ½Qðzi jxi ÞjjPðzi Þ

ð1Þ

min max V ðD;GÞ ¼ min max Exp~data ðxÞ ½logDðxÞ þ Ezp~z ðzÞ ½logð1  DðGðzÞÞÞ
G

where xi and zi are data and latent variables of feature i, P and Q are
the decoder and encoder, and DKL is the Kullback–Leibler (KL)
divergence.
The first term of Eq. (1) represents the degree of reconstruction.
We sample zi from latent space, where xi is projected, and reconstruct it with P. As the first term is smaller, the data is reconstructed better. The second term is the KL divergence between
the distribution of encoded data and the prior distribution Pðzi Þ.2
The smaller the second term, the more precise the projection. This
process can improve G’s performance because G generates data from
the same prior distribution, so it can be treated as a process of pretraining G. This is covered in more detail in the next section.
The components of VAE are illustrated in Fig. 4. We use longterm recurrent convolutional networks (LRCN) [19] as the baseline
of the encoder and deconvolution layers [20] as the baseline of the
decoder. LeakyReLU [21], which is modified rectified linear unit
[22], and a dropout layer [23] are followed by conv1D, conv2D,
and deconv2D. The output of VAE is a vector of the mean and standard deviation to represent the distribution of qðzjxÞ.

D

G

D

ð2Þ

The proposed model generates data of the kind that we want by
producing it from a specific latent variable zi  P ðzi Þ. Furthermore,
the output of D is a matrix MD 2 Rn2 , where n is the number of features. If i feature data are given, D trains to output matrix with a
value of 1 in row i and column 2, and a value of 0 in others. If
the generated data are given, D trains to output matrix with a value
of 1 in row i and column 1, and a value of 0 in others. To verify that
the latent space where data is generated is located in a specific
place, we encode it back into latent space with the encoder of
LSC-VAE. The objective function of LSC-GAN is as follows.

min max Exi p~data ðxi Þ ½logDðxi Þ
Q; G

D

i

þ Ezi p~zi ðzi Þ ½logð1  DðGðzi ÞÞÞ þ DKL ½Q ðzi jGðzi ÞÞjjPðzi Þ

ð3Þ

The first and second terms are the same objective function of
the original GAN as in Eq. (2). We add the last term in Eq. (3) to
minimize the distance between the ith feature’s prior distribution
and distribution of projected data which have feature i in training
GAN.
Because the original GAN is disadvantageous in that the generated data are insensible because of the unstable learning process of
the generator, we pre-train G with the decoder of VAE. The goal of
the learning process of G is the same for Eq. (4) as in Eq. (3), and it
is equivalent to that of Eq. (5). However, it is not efficient to pretrain the G using this equation because it depends on the parameters of the D. Therefore, we change this equation to Eq. (6) again,
and it is represented only by the parameters of G. In this paper,

3.2. Generating data using LSC-GAN
Recently, GAN has been attractive model in data generation
[24]. The basic training process of GAN is to adversely train G
and D at the same time. The objective function of a GAN is shown
in Eq. (2). pdata is the probability distribution of the real data. GðzÞ is
2
In this paper, we use the normal distribution Nðli ; IÞ as the prior distribution
Pðzi Þ.
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Fig. 5. Details of GAN construction. Left: components of G. Middle: components of D. Right: description of ConvBlock layer in discriminator.

to train the generator with Eq. (6), we use the decoder of VAE,
which is trained by using DecðEncðxÞÞ  x. Although the input of
the decoder is qðzjxÞ, the KL divergence forces it to be similar to
the prior distribution, which means that it is reasonable to reuse
the decoder as a generator. Furthermore, the result of VAE is that
3
DAE
dðpDAE
so that it can reach a goal of GAN
data ; pG Þ  dðpdata ; pG Þ,
(pdata  pG ) in stable. The final loss function of G and D are shown
in Eqs. (7) and (8).

min logð1  DðGðzÞÞÞ

ð4Þ

()DðGðzÞÞ  1

ð5Þ

G

()GðzÞ  x 2 v; where

v is real dataset

Input: Preprocessed data T ¼ fðx1 ; y1 Þ;
; ðxn ; yn Þg (xi :data,yi :
label)
Output: Encoder Enc, decoder Dec, discriminator D,
generator G
Initialize Enc, Dec, and D
for epochsVAE do
for batch do
Sample fðxI ; yi Þgm
i¼1 a batch from T;
Sample fzi gm
i¼1 from the corresponding yi
LLSCVAE ¼ Ezi Q ðzi~jxi Þ ½logPðxi jzi ÞþDKL ½Q ðzi jxi ÞjjPðzi Þ;

ð6Þ

LD ¼ Exi p~data ðxi Þ ½logDðxi Þ  Ezi p~zi ðzi Þ ½logð1  DðGðzi ÞÞÞ

ð7Þ

LG ¼ Ezi p~zi ðzi Þ ½logð1  DðGðzi ÞÞÞ þ DKL ½Q ðzi jGðzi ÞÞjjPðzi Þ

ð8Þ

i

Algorithm 1
Learning algorithm for LSC-VAE and LSC-GAN

hEnc

1 m @LLSCVAE
hEnc  m
Ri¼1 @hEnc ðxi ; yi Þ

hDec

1 m @LLSCVAE
hDec  m
Ri¼1 @hDec ðxi ; yi Þ

end for
end for
G
Dec
for epochsGAN do
for batch do
Sample fðxI ; yi Þgm
i¼1 a batch from T;
Sample fzi gm
i¼1 from the corresponding yi
LD ¼ Exi p~data ðxi Þ ½logDðxi Þ  Ezi p~zi ðzi Þ ½logð1  DðGðzi ÞÞÞ;

GAN is used because it generates data from a randomly sampled
latent variable, and new data has some modification compared to
existing data, which expands the knowledge space of classifiable
data. Therefore, the encoder is robust to deformation [25], and
we can train the encoder with more data, resulting in an encoder
that can extract the features of unseen data.
The components of GAN are shown in Fig. 5. G is the same as the
decoder of VAE and we use LRCN as the baseline of D. A ConvBlock
is a concatenation of two convolutional layers, as in ResNet [26–
28], which is shown in the right side of Fig. 5. LeakyReLU and the
dropout layer are followed by the conv1D, conv2D, and deconv2D,
except the second conv1D in the ConvBlock layer in Fig. 5. The
training algorithm of LSC-VAE and LSC-GAN is as follows, and all
the parameters of neural networks are initialized with the Glorot
initialization method [29].

i

LG ¼ Ezi p~zi ðzi Þ ½logð1  DðGðzi ÞÞÞ þ DKL ½Q ðzi jGðzi ÞÞjjPðzi Þ;
hD

1 m @LD
hD  m
Ri¼1 @hD ðxi ; yi Þ

hG

1 m @LG
hG  m
Ri¼1 @hG ðxi ; yi Þ

end for
end for
Return Enc, D, G;
3.3. Classifying data with transfer learning
In the previous process, we extract features for generating data
with VAE and generate data for expanding knowledge space with
LSC-GAN. In addition to this, the encoder can extract the features
of unseen data. The last process is to classify data with transfer

3
d means a distance between probability distributions. In this paper, we use the
same distance used in the original GAN [22].
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Fig. 6. Components of classifier construction. Dashed line means transferred layer.

inside the automobile to detect BSR noises caused by shaking of
the vehicle body. We collected 10,022 training data and 3112 test
data. The data are categorized into four types: normal, retractor, seat
rattle, and weatherstrip. Normal type is the sound data obtained
without the noise generated. Retractor type is the noise data generated by the seatbelt retractor. Seat rattle type is the noise data
caused by the chair itself shaking. Weatherstrip is the noise data
generated in gaps in the vehicle. These noises are realistically caused
by defects in the vehicle or incorrect combination of parts. Because
the raw data are intractable, we preprocess the data using the STFT.
Examples of the preprocessed data are shown in Fig. 1. The size of
one datum is (30, 513) in (time, frequency), and the values of each
point are the amplitude at the corresponding time and frequency.

learning [30]. We transfer the encoder to a classifier so that the
encoder’s ability to project data into a specific latent space is inherited to the classifier. Because the goals of the encoder and classifier
are different, we just transfer the ConvBlock, long short-term
memory (LSTM), and fully connected layer for the mean vector to
the classifier and add one additional fully connected layer. The
training algorithm for the classifier is as follows, and details of
the classifier are shown in Fig. 6.
Algorithm 2
Learning algorithm for classifier
Input: Preprocessed data T ¼ fðx1 ; y1 Þ;
; ðxn ; yn Þg (xi :data,yi :
label), pre-trained ConvBlocks
Output: Classifier C
C
pre-trained ConvBlocks + Fully-connected layers
for epochsC do
for batch do
Sample fðxi ; yi Þgm
i¼1 a batch from T;
hC

4.2. Result of classification
In this section, the classification result is presented and compared with those of other classification methods such as SVM with
polynomial (Poly) kernel and radial basis function (RBF) kernel,
decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), which are provided in the
scikit-learn library. We used the default values for all of these algorithms, except for maximal depth = 5 in the DT and RF. In addition,
we compared the proposed method with the CNN, which has the
same structure as the discriminator and MLP. Transferred
encoder-decoder generative adversarial networks (TED-GAN),
which was proposed by Kim et al., has a similar structure and training process with the proposed method of LSC-GAN, but we add the
encoder into the model so that it can learn the characteristics of
the data for each class and project it to the corresponding latent
space [31].
We conduct 10-fold cross-validation for all the algorithms to
validate the performance. The results of these experiments are
summarized in Fig. 7 as a box plot. The GAN model suffers from
model collapse, which categorizes all types of test data into one
class, resulting in poor performance. The average classification
accuracy of the proposed model is 96.68%. The difference between
the accuracies of LSC-GAN and others has statistical significance
with p-value in the paired t-test, as shown in Table 3.

1 m @LC
hC  m
Ri¼1 @hC ðxi ; yi Þ;

end for
Return C;

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
To verify the classification performance of the LSC-GAN, we use
the BSR noise data described in Table 3. We collected BSR noises
from a sedan called ‘Grandeur’ in the laboratory. The engine in
the Grandeur is a modern 2.4 gasoline type whose max output is
190 PS/6000 rpm and max torque is 24.6 kgm/4000 rpm.4 To imitate road noise, two shaker axes are used to give the vehicle vibration in sinusoidal and random form. A sound sensor is placed
4
More details are presented in ‘https://org3-www.hyundai.com/kr/en/sedan/
grandeur/specifications’.
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Table 3
The number of training and test data used in experiments.

Train
Ratio
Test
Ratio

Normal

Retractor

Seat rattle

Weatherstrip

Total

3885
0.39
978
0.31

567
0.06
223
0.07

3273
0.33
928
0.30

2297
0.23
983
0.32

10,022
1
3112
1

Fig. 7. Result of classifying BSR noise.

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix for result of classifying BSR noise with CNN (left), TED-GAN (middle) and LSC-GAN (right). Because GAN predicts all test data to normal, it is not
shown in the confusion matrix.

The confusion matrix for BSR classification is shown in Fig. 8
and the numerical results are shown in Tables 4 and 5 to verify
the performance of the proposed method. The previous models
such as CNN or TED-GAN have poor predictive performance for
the relatively small class of ‘‘retractors” due to the effect of class
imbalance. However, the model proposed in this paper cannot only
generate data like TED-GAN, but also pre-define latent space in
relation to the characteristics of data, so that the features can be
well extracted regardless of the number of data. Therefore, the

Table 4
The F1-scores for each class. The proposed model has the best performance for all
classes. The bold letter means the best results across the models.
Model

CNN

TED-GAN

LSC-GAN

Normal
Retractor
Seat rattle
Weatherstrip

0.9083
0.2231
0.9930
0.9923

0.9422
0.6797
0.9831
0.9819

0.9480
0.7608
1.0000
0.9985

Table 5
The numerical results of the experiment. We conduct a t-test for statistical significance of the difference in accuracy. The p-values are the results of the t-test with LSC-GAN.
Values in the last row are the average values of the F1-scores for each class.
Model

CNN

GAN

TED-GAN

LSC-GAN

Accuracy (%)
p-value
F1-score

93.09
8.73  108
0.7792

61.22
5.82  1016
–

95.15
8.27  105
0.8967

96.68
–
0.9268
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Fig. 9. The result of classifying BSR noise with surrounding noise. STD means ‘‘standard,” i.e., data that have no surrounding noise. SR means ‘‘surrounding,” i.e., data that
include surrounding noise.

Table 6
The results of experiment to verify the robustness of the proposed model. The bold letter means the best results across the models.

STD
SR

SVM-Poly

SVM-PBF

DT

RF

MLP

CNN

Kim et al. [31]

LSC-GAN

0.7887
0.3282

0.8257
0.3500

0.8805
0.3622

0.8912
0.4288

0.8967
0.7385

0.9309
0.8667

0.9510
0.9205

0.9668
0.9468

characteristics of this proposed model and the results shown in
Fig. 8 and Tables 4 and 5 imply that the proposed model performs
robustly in the problem of class imbalance. LSC-GAN performs better than the other models with respect to accuracy and F1-score.

also check whether generated data is like the real vehicle sound
with inverse STFT. To compare other methods to extract features,
the intermediary output of the proposed model will be extracted
and analyzed.

4.3. Robustness to surrounding noise
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To verify the effect of expanding knowledge space, surrounding
noise is added to the data. We use motorized noise (such as private
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data without surrounding noise (STD) and with surrounding noise
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5. Concluding remarks
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In this paper, we address the problem of classifying BSR noise
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sound—we construct LSC-GAN to extract the features and generate
more data. The knowledge space of classifiable data is expanded
using G, which is initialized by the decoder of VAE so that encoder
can learn more features of the data. Finally, the capacity of the
encoder is inherited to a classifier. The proposed classifier achieves
an accuracy of 96.68%, which outperforms other conventional
models. Furthermore, it can classify noisy data, which includes surrounding noise well, so we can say that the model is robust to surrounding noise.
In future work, we plan to expand the data and construct a complete system for classifying noises. Using this system, we will create a BSR classification model that can be used practically. We will
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